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The paper presents the use of Rough Set Theory (acronym RST) as a 
new emerging instrument to support the environmental decision in uncertainty 
conditions. New developed methodologies for environmental pollution diagnosis 
and prediction and their use in environmental impact/risk assessment are 
presented. Those methodologies can be successfully used to make prediction 
regarding pollution phenomena and seems to be a promising simple instrument 
to be implemented in order to adapt the measures to be taken in adequate time 
during incidental/accidental discharge so that pollution plume concentration 
(regardless the pollution type) to be estimated.  
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1. Introduction  
 

Rough Set Theory (English acronym RST) is emerging  as a new 
instrument to support the environmental decision in uncertainty conditions. New 
type of methodologies for predicting the pollution concentration wave using 
Rough Set Theory is presented. Using this theory it is possible to establish:  

-Dependencies that characterize  the relation “pollution source” – 
“migration paths”- “pollutants”; 

-The attributes relevance for the purpose to predict the pollution 
concentration wave and the uncertainty measure in relation to the pollution 
phenomenon and its monitoring;  

The Rough Set Theory is largely used in data-mining in the extraction 
and discovery of new connected data, in the data and information processing.  

The introduction of new approximation  models to the knowledge 
derivable from the quantitative and qualitative data represents a plus and 
conduct to the significant results in the fields such as decision support, decision 
analysis, artificial intelligence, finance, bio-informatics etc.  

The pollution concentration prediction is a complex issue linked to the 
multitude of practical situations that a prediction model should synthesize for 
being of practical use, having in the same time the attribute of simplicity. The 
concentration prediction models of pollution plume are those that are conceived 
usually for pollutants and pollutants groups taking into account the physical and 
chemical properties, the discharge conditions. The paper is organized as 
follows: 1- Short background of Rough Set Theory, 2 – The methodological 
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steps to be used in prediction based on Rough Set Theory and 3 - Benefits from 
the use of such methodologies in pollution diagnosis and predictions. 

 
2. Basics of Rough Set Theory 
 
In order to emphasize RST capabilities for diagnosis and predictions, 

basics of this theory will be presented. The most important characteristics of 
any prediction is the uncertainty. Although it cannot be totally removed, it can be 
reduced. As the uncertainty is increasingly lower, the prediction is considered 
increasingly better. The decision making process based on prediction is 
considered decisions in uncertainty conditions when the occurrences of  
pollution consequences probabilities have a poor knowledge basis because 
extrapolations are made based on similar events, produced in similar 
conditions, modeled with similar models so uncertainty is unavoidable. 

The most known quantification of the uncertainty is the probability. 
Uncertainty may come from the measurement of phenomenon and is known 
usually as measurement uncertainty and from the incomplete or lack of 
knowledge of the considered phenomenon usually known as epistemic 
uncertainty. If for the measurement uncertainty the statistic methods are able to 
successfully describe it, for epistemic uncertainty new instruments should be 
developed for facing it [1]. Among those new type of instruments those based 
on Rough Set Theory, Fuzzy Set Theory [2] try to complement the uncertainty 
quantification in a prediction process. Rough Set Theory represents a 
mathematic instrument with large capabilities in organizing knowledge when 
data of different quality  (incomplete data, redundant data etc) are available. 
When numerous qualitative data are available, statistical methods can be 
successfully used but having less and non-homogeneous qualitative data 
makes the statistical data inappropriate. In those situations the proposed simple 
RST algorithm can be successfully used. The non-homogeneous data are 
selected and organized again in different ways so new hidden significance can 
be discovered.  

Those capabilities to synthesize and reduce data so that possible rules to 
be discovered based on simple decision of type “if “.... “then” to be taken are 
valuable capabilities because they don’t require special computational 
capabilities [3]. 
In RST all the data about the considered discussion topic are presented within a 
so-called information system (IS). In RST, a multitude of observations/events 
are presented having attached a certain amount of information within the table. 
The table rows are labeling the observations/events and the columns are 
labeling the attributes named as “A” that characterize the those 
observations/events. 
An information system in RST is defined as:  
 

IS= (U, A, V, d) 
 

U= set of observations/events  
A= set of attributes that characterize the observations/events 
V= ∪ a∈A Va set of attributes’ values 
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d: U x A→V is a function defined on U x A taking values from V set, the 
set of all attribute values that shows that any observation/event from U 
has  a value from V for any attribute from A. 

 
The attributes set A is formed from the union of two disjoint sets namely 

the conditions attributes C and the decision attributes D. In order to use 
information from this information system and to analyze, select and reduce the 
available information based on its utility in order to discover if it offers or not 
useful information (that means for example that information is not repeating) the 
theory introduces the indiscernible relation among two observations/events 
having the same characteristics. For any sub-sets of type An ⊆ A considering 
that index “n “ takes values from 1 ÷ N ( N being finite)  and representing A1 – 
attributes of type 1, A2 - attributes of type 2, .... An attributes of type n,  the 
indiscernibility relation is introduce  as: 

 
IND (An) = {(x, y)  ∀an∈ An→d(x, an)=d(y, an), x, y ∈ U} 

 
For any attribute of index “n” from the sets An  the values of 

observations/events x and y from U ( the universe of discourse) that are 
indiscernible are the same. With this indispensability relation introduced for 
different sub-sets of attributes, the universe of observations/events describing 
the topic can be partitioned in objects/events indiscernible events. A generic 
elementary set EAn is formed from indiscernible objects/events one from another 
in relation with any subset of attributes  indexed by any “n” from sets An i.e. E An 
=IND (An). 

If An ⊆ A and An = A, then U/A represents the finest granularity  of the 
knowledge because contains the greatest number of attributes indexed “n” that 
represents all the attributes known at certain moment. U/∅  represents lower 
knowledge granularity ( the lack of detected observations/events knowledge). 

Strictly speaking the universe of discourse U formed by 
observations/events that are of interest for the corresponding topic should be 
infinite in the real world, but for the most cases we don’t have access to the 
their multitude [4] so that we are forced to limit to a  finite number accessible to 
us at a certain moment.  

The observations/events can be indiscernible in relation with the subset 
of condition attributes C or decision attributes D, or in relation with both A=C∪D. 
The elementary sets generated by decision attributes are named concepts 
(classes) [4].  

 The information system described by RST through the proposed 
algorithm realizes a classification of observations/events in classes based on 
the characterization of attributes’ values. For the classification consistence, the 
observations/events that have the same attributes’ conditions should to be in 
the same class. One can induces decision rules based on available 
known/measured values  for the characteristics(attributes) for the considered 
observations/events at a certain moment. One special capability of RST is that it 
can deal with clear cut concepts as well as with vague concepts using 
mathematical construction named rough set. A vague concept is described by 
objects/events that, for the same condition attributes’ values, have different 
decision attributes values. Such a vague concept described by  a rough set  
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X⊆U, can  be replaced according to RST with two classical sets: the lower 
approximation set A*(X)  - having objects/events that for sure are part of the 
concept  and A*(X) – having objects/events that possible are part of the concept 
and the upper approximation set of the rough set X considering the subsets of 
attributes from A . RB(X)= A*(X) - A* (X) is called region of boundary of X and is 
determined by the attributes’ subsets from A. A rough set has always a non-
empty boundary region. 

 
3. Environmental pollution diagnosis and prediction  based on RST 

and its use as environmental impact/risk assessment  new 
methodologies 

 
The literature about the use of RST in diagnosis is growing    

[5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12] and it is based on the fact that any system that is 
monitored represents a data base with measurements values for different 
parameters characterizing the functionality of the corresponding system. From 
those databases using RST as a data-mining tool different regularities/patterns 
[13] can be discovered so that they can be used  to take decision related to the 
regulation of the system operation. All  the information available with reference 
to the values of parameters (attributes) set that characterize the system 
elements at the certain moment can be used to assess the operational status  
of that system to have the possibility to predict future dysfunctions in the normal 
operation or even the system failure [14]. 

When for the set of observations/events characterized by the parameters 
describing the normal or abnormal/failure of system operation there are 
parameters values at the lower limit of  normal functioning, functionality might 
become uncertain. Is the situation when for 50% of relevant parameters 
characterizing the system operation  the values are normal while for the other 
50 % of the relevant parameters are abnormal. Those should be situations that 
brings uncertainty in judging those situations. Using RST capabilities in 
managing uncertainty there is the  possibility to derive valid rules for decisions. 

Such situations are not rare in the environmental pollution situations and 
that is precisely why using all available data the expert should be able to judge 
the extent of the pollution and the risk of different kind of pollution 
consequences following a hazardous event that is considered the pollution, 
leading finally to a significant environmental impact for one environmental 
segment such as air, water, soil separately or for more environmental 
compartments in the same time. 

Judging those kind of situations means actually making a good diagnosis 
in relation to significance of the environmental impact and assessing the 
environmental risk by considering the probabilities of occurrence of a sum of 
consequences following the corresponding diagnosed significant environmental 
impact on one or more environmental compartments. 

Because RST is able to face both measurement and epistemic 
uncertainties it is especially suited for environmental diagnosis and predictions. 

The steps of such type of  methodologies are briefly presented in Fig. 1. 
Step 1 can be conceived for 1 or more compartments RST supporting a 
separate or an integrated approach for the environmental impact/risk 
assessment. It is the most important step because it establishes the conceptual 
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model suitable for the corresponding assessment situations. Using RST data of 
different quality can be used and synthesized  so that finally they can be 
processed and after reducts (sets with minimal but relevant information) 
computation the decision rules to be obtained and to support the decisions in 
uncertainty condition, uncertainty that RST manages by a an approximation 
process.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  Methodological steps for environmental impact/risk 
assessment using RST 

 
 
Those types of methodological endeavors using RST are  based 

essentially on one or more reference reducts (decision table with consistent 
information) that can be used to characterize pollution in order to detect trends 
in future pollution and to take appropriate measures for the pollution control. All 
those methodologies use as basic definition for risk concept the probability that 
certain specific effects/certain consequences can be produced following the 
occurrence of a hazardous event such is a significant pollution in a defined 
period of time and defined circumstances.  

Step 1 - Defining the indiscernibility relation in the 
information system by selecting relevant attributes  to 
assess the pollutants migration using data with relevance 
to their discharged at the source ( normal/abnormal 
conditions), data regarding the type of 
(organic/inorganic)pollutants and data in relation with 
the environment compartment in which they have been 
discharge( flow/flow rate/dispersion conditions) according 
to RST  

Step 2 – Reduct(s) computation from the 
information/system according to RST algorithm by 
keeping only relevant information for classification and 
assessment of the environmental  impact/risk in relation 
to the probabilities of pollution consequences   

Step 3 – Establishing decision rules in order to assess and  
predict the environmental impact/risk  

Results represent data supporting the environmental 
decision in uncertainty conditions for taking appropriate 
measurement for risk management 
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4.  Benefits from the use of such methodologies in pollution 

diagnosis and predictions 
 

RST brings a number of benefits for the environmental risk diagnosis and 
prediction because: 

1. it offers a tool to organize non-homogeneous  information in relation to the 
environmental states/environmental observations;  

2. it can present the information in an aggregated forms ( the attributes can be 
formed by simple or aggregated indicators)  

3. it allows to express the quality of classification by presenting the accuracy 
of classification as well as the degree of consistency measures; 

4. it can be used to show the trends of increasing, maintaining or decreasing 
of pollution at a certain moment in time at certain location, with reference to 
the legal allowable limits of pollutants concentrations  that can generate 
significant impact. These trends are used to emphasize the possibility of 
occurrence of hazardous events at different  environmental targets. This 
way the targets’ risk can be characterized. The probabilities occurrence 
and evolution of different severity consequences within a specified period 
of time in specified circumstances can be estimated. 

 
5. Conclusions  
 
Those methodologies can be successfully used to make prediction 

regarding pollution phenomena and seems to be a promising simple instrument 
to be implemented in order to adapt the measures to be taken in useful time 
both during normal and incidental/accidental discharges so that pollution plume 
concentration (regardless the pollution type) to be estimated. Extension of using 
those type of methodology in the field of the environmental impact/risk 
assessment should improve the actual extensively descriptive methodology 
studies. It complements those studies with a set of criteria and decision rules so 
that the conclusions can be reviewed in the light of new evidences those new 
information being incorporated so that adequate decisions to be taken. 
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